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                    -The Beatles Come To Town
                           crowd outside theatre in Manchester under marquee, CS girls with photographs of Beatles,
                           CSs of mostly screaming girls outside theatre door, inside theatre manager inspecting
                           employees, Paul McCartney being mobbed upon entering theatre, many reporters with still
                           cameras taking photos of Beatles after opening present of toy Panda, CU PAN across faces
                           of the four Beatles, crowd being let into theatre, Beatles going down hall to dressing room
                           with policeman standing by, Paul combing his hair, crowd screaming in their seats, 
Beatles
                           on stage singing She Loves You, and Twist And Shout, CSs screaming girls, CU policeman
                           keeping time with his head, stage curtain closing
                     [Associated British Pathe Ltd. - Pathe News]  [color]  [sound-with narration]

                    several takes from 16mm color scope print  (some scratches):

19:00:18                   -stretched with letterbox
-19:07:10

19:07:22                   -unstretched full screen
-19:14:13

19:14:29                   -stretched full screen with some of image missing around edges
-19:21:20                        (some rolling frame lines

                    several takes from 35mm Technicolor scope print:

19:21:32                   -stretched with letterbox
-19:28:25

19:28:32                   -unstretched full screen
-19:35:24

19:35:38                   -stretched full screen with some of image missing around edges
-19:42:30

19:42:33                   -stretched full screen with some of image missing around edges
-19:49:25

                    Note: No film backup available at JEA Inc. If film is absolutely needed S.O. could be
                              asked to try to locate film, but there is no guarantee that film could be found.
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                   -theatre announcement
19:49:30            Alfred Hitchcock speaking into camera on movie set about Will Rogers Hospital
-19:52:30           asking theatre audience to contribute money - shots of doctors in a laboratory and
                          patients in a hospital, LS hospital building, doctors in a classroom, Hitchcock speaking -
                          statue of Will Rogers with subtitle: “I Never Met A Man I Didn’t Like” -
                          IATSE logo


